
Objective: Get students excited about pretend play. Let them draw, build, and find items in the
classroom to create their own airport and airplane! It's so important for students to use their
imaginations. Help them get supplies and take turns playing different roles. Building the plane
can take time and be directed by students. Give them ideas, like making the controls for the pilot.
Maybe they can draw out the buttons and find a fun steering wheel to use. Enjoy!

Here are some different roles students can play. 
If your students can read, then print this for their parts. If they can't read help them with role play.

Flight Boarding Attendant: Have students make a ticketing area.
"Welcome to flight 52 with service from California to Zimbabwe. Let me stamp your passport."

Flight Steward: 
"Good morning ladies and gentleman. We are currently first in line for takeoff. We ask that you
take your seats and fasten your seatbelts. Our flight will be 20 hours and 5 minutes. Thank you for
choosing (school name) Airlines."

Captains announcement: 
Good morning and welcome on board (school name) flight 52. We are currently cruising at 33,000
feet at an airspeed of 400 miles per hour. The cabin crew will be coming around in a few minutes
to offer you a light snack and beverage, and we have an in-flight movie.

Flight attendant #1: Snacks! - Give students a box or a cart to take down the aisle to pass out
snacks. "Hello! Would you like a snack?"

Flight attendant #2: Drinks- water
Now that you all have a snack we would like to share our free in-flight movie with you all. Take
out your notebooks and get ready to draw or write down your favorite African animal. For extra
points you can write down the many different African animals you see in the movie.

Flight attendant #3: Arrival Announcement: 
Ladies and Gentlemen, as we begin our descent, please make sure your seatbelt is securely
fastened and all carry-on items are stowed under your seats. Thanks!

Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Zimbabwe. Local time is _(add 9 hours to local time)__ and
the temperature is 82 degrees fahrenheit. On behalf of (school name) Airlines and the entire
crew, I’d like to thank you for joining us on this trip. Have a nice stay!
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